TUTORIAL 5
CALCULATIONS
CONDUCTOR AMPACITY CALCULATIONS.
In the software graphical interface click on the Calculations tab, then on Ampacity.
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This window collects the following TL data: Design power in MW, power factor, voltage in kV, Number of
conductors per phase, Local Conditions, Project Location, and Conductor Type. It then calculates de
Maximum Current (Amp per phase) of each of the current carrying conductors selected for the project.
The software estimates an Amp value per phase given by the following formula:
Power = 1.73 x 220 x A/1000 x 1
Amp per phase = 262.43 A
Perform five consecutive calculations of Ampacity using each of the chosen AAAC type conductors. For
each conductor a report is produced and from these reports the TL designer selects the conductor with
the Amp per phase value closest to 262.43 Amp. The electrical parameters of cable EHS 50 are not
considered since it will be used as a TL guard cable. If for each conductor considered you click on Show
Report you will get the following window:

This is because for the tutorial you are using a demo version of the software, and many functions have
been disabled. Should you decide to buy a software license and run the tutorial with it, the type of
conductor to use for the TL is AAAC 405.
Click on tab Project Data, then click on Project Conductors and the Table of Conductors shows up on
the screen.
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To continue with this tutorial you need to delete from this table four AAAC type conductors, leaving in
the Table of Conductors only de Guard Cable EHS-50 and the AAAC-405 conductor.
Right click on the Table of Conductors and using Delete All, from the popup window, proceed to delete
all conductors from the table.

Right click again and using Add New from the popup window the following New Data table shows up on
the screen:
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Proceed to transfer the AAAC-405 conductor and the EHS-50 guard cable to the TL design project:

Click Accept and the Table of Conductors will show the two conductors selected for the TL design
project.
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Click Accept to close the table and continue with other calculations that can be accessed with the
tutorial.
CALCULATIONS OF ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS OF TL.
In the Calculations tab click on Electrical Parameters of Line and the following window shows up on the
screen:

Click OK and the following window will open:
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Because we have chosen to use AAAC 450 conductor, this information is entered in the above window
together with the selected Typical Geometry S like this:

Click Recalculate:
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Click on Data Settings and the following window shows up:

Click on Save Settings and Apply to go back to the Electrical Parameters of the Power Line window:
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Click on Close.
MECHANICAL CALCULATION OF CONDUCTORS.
Click on Mechanical Calculation of Conductors and the following window shows up on the screen.
Change Conductor to EHS-50:
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This window contains Sag Calculations Tests performed under the established hypothesis of Maximum
Temperature. Changing the Weather Condition of for the guard cable EHS-50 from the button Phase C1
to the button G Cable, and then clicking Recalculate the following window is obtained:

Close above window.
Click on Mechanical Calculation of Conductors again. Entering AAAC 405 in conductor type and
changing the Weather Condition of from the button G Cable to the button Phase C1, and then clicking
Recalculate the following window is obtained:
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Click Close.
CREEP SIMULATION CALCULATION.
Click on Creep Simulation Calculation and the following windows shows up on the screen:

Click OK to close it.
Note: Other calculations that don’t work well executing the tutorials without a license are the following:
Blowout Angle Report, Present Load on Structures and Calculate Structures Load Tree
FINAL EDS SIMULATION.
Click on Final EDS Simulation and the following window shows up on the screen.

Click OK and the following window shows up on the screen.
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Notice that the window shows all zeroes as data. This is because it is a calculation involving guard cable
EHS-50 which does not have stress-strain data.
Changing the conductor type to AAAC 405 and clicking Recalculate we obtain the following window:

Click Close.
Calculations that in this DEMO don’t give results or perhaps no results at all are: Blowout Angle Report,
Present Load Structures, and Calculate Structures Load Tree. To accomplish this we suggest that TL
designers run the Tutorial in licensed DLTCAD software.
Start working on Tutorial 6.
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